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1 Introduction

1.1 Background
This document is to provide visibility to the Members of relevant feedback received during the Beta Release period, and any actions taken as a result of this feedback.

1.2 Purpose
This document provides information related to differences between the files distributed as part of the January 2020 Beta Release of the SNOMED CT International edition, and the Members’ distribution of the January 2020 SNOMED CT International edition.
Please contact SNOMED International at support@snomed.org with any questions related to the contents of this document.

1.3 Scope

1.4 Audience
This document is intended for use by SNOMED International Member National Release Centres only, and should not be distributed to Affiliate licensees without permission from SNOMED International.
2 Notes for the January 2020 Member Release

2.1 Summary

The feedback about the SNOMED CT International Beta Release that was received during the Beta period, was used to update the International edition release package ready for the Member release.

There was some feedback provided that, for a variety of reasons, didn't result in changes to this Release version, but instead will be resolved as part of the next editing cycle, ready for publication in future releases. Details of these “Known Issues” can be found in section 3.1 of the Release Notes that are published alongside the January 2020 International edition Member release package.

The feedback that resulted in changes being made to the Member Release package for the January 2020 International edition are detailed below in section 2.2. SNOMED International thanks Members who contributed feedback.

2.2 Items Reported in the Beta feedback stage, that were resolved for the Member Release

The following items were resolved in the January 2020 International Member Release package, between the publication of the Beta Release and Member Release(s):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key</th>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Resolved</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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ISRS-6  RVF Assertion failure: 35ec824db53d-4567-833e-8ce79774acae

```
assertionUuid: "35ec824d-b53d-4567-833e-8ce79774acae",
assertionText: "TargetComponentId refers to valid concepts in the ASSOCIATION REFSET snapshot file.",
failureCount: 98,
firstNInstances: [
  { conceptId: "788337006", detail: "ASSOC RS: TargetComponentId=788338001:Invalid TargetComponentId." },
  { conceptId: "788798001", detail: "ASSOC RS: TargetComponentId=788799009:Invalid TargetComponentId." },
  { conceptId: "788617003", detail: "ASSOC RS: TargetComponentId=788618008:Invalid TargetComponentId." }
]
```

RESOLUTION: Config refined, Association Reference Set resolved in time for the January 2020 Member Release. No updates to content were required.

1 issue